
What went Behind…
The telephonic conversation continues into the wee hours of the night of New year’s 

eve, what with the two discussing the sensitive topic of love.  Starting with the 

physical facet of love to the passionate side, continuing to argue about the 

unconditional quality of this emotion (this coming from the man) as against its 

present day profanity (paradoxically, coming from the woman) and concluding with 

the characters almost ‘dangerously’ falling in love.  I use the word ‘dangerously’, 

because the two have only had a glimpse of each other at a pub and they part ways 

(thank their stars!) to find new friends, Turia armed with a new definition of love and 

Moira fortified with an expansive feeling in her heart.

The eight stages of love is the point of contention between two strangers- the ice 

breaker, the honey moon, the reality check, the break-up, the patch-up, the 

confiding, the great friendship and the killing confusion. The phone call really 

changes the lives of two young people. This was Sudhish’s artistic presentation 

“Good Night /Good Morning”- an original and entertaining creation.  This movie has 

hit the big screen on Jan. 20th 2012.  Sudhish Kamath faced the queries put forward 

by our members very intelligently. As always the morning met with a mixed 

response- while some of us were overwhelmed by the film, there were others who 

were unimpressed and yet another group couldn’t really decide what they felt- a 

typical response at any film festival production.  We feel it was an experimental effort 

that was well appreciated. 
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What Lies Ahead                                                                                  

The exciting art festival featuring dance and drama always slated for the month of 

February every year will be presented to the people of Trichy, as always by Aura with 

its characteristic class and élan.  

The famous Indian Dramatist, actor, singer, playwright and comedian 

Y.Gee.Mahendra’s 62nd production of the United Amateur Artist’s ‘Nadagam’ will be 

ushered into our town on the first day.  The play met with rave reviews all over the 

world. 

On the second day, Madhuvanthi Arun (daughter of the illustrious artiste 

Y.Gee.Mahendra) will be showcasing an amalgam of art, culture and religion of the 

people down South traced through film songs from the days of ‘Avaiyar’ to 

‘Chandramukhi’. ‘Tamizh’ will be presenting to advantage samples of social history, 

religious history, literature and sculpture through the medium of Bharath Natyam. A 

collage of traditional dance, feature film music, video and educational material is 

brought together to entertain and inform.  The event spells innovation as it is going 

be two different genres presented by masters. 

Attention

 Ticket for the Aura Member is enclosed and is not transferable.

 Tickets for Guests are available at Rs 300/- (for both the days) at Hotel 

Sangam.

 While Children under 5 years are not encouraged, those over 5 years are 

eligible for entry with the regular ticket of Rs 300

 The programme will start at 05:30 PM and hence please be seated at the venue 

at 05:15 PM

 Please bring your ticket to the venue without fail as entry is strictly upon ticket 

only.

Date   : Saturday 18th February 2012

NADAGAM
       

A Live Tamil Play 
By Y.GEE.Mahendra & Group

Date   : Sunday 19th February 2012

TAMIZH
    

A live Multi media Theatre presentation
By Madhuvathi Arun & Group

The India Art Festival      -   Venue-Devar Hall,Trichy             Time:05:30 PM


